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UNUSUAL GALDNA FROM THE BOULDER BATHOLITH, MONTANAI
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During studies of some uranium-bearing veins in trre Boulder batho-
lith, Montana, a mineral of unusual appearance was encounterecl in
polished sections of ore from the Lone Eagre mine. This mineral was
ultimately proven to be galena, and it was called galena ,,B,' (Wright and
Shulhof, 1957) to distinguish it from the associated ordinary galena ,,A.',
rn polished section the unusual galena resembred uraninite, so much so
that it proved impossible to identify the two by simple observation. Be-
cause of the importance of uraninite in these studies the impostor had to
be carefuily worked out. Further, a comparison of the isotopic compo-
sition of a possibly radiogenic galena with that of associated common
galena could have important bearing on the interpretation of age and
origin of the "sil iceous reef" and the "base metar" uraniferous deposits of
the batholith (Wright, 1956).

Galena "8" is in formless, sornewhat rounded blebs ranging from a
few microns to 0.5 mm. in length. rn polished sections it uppears as a
soft (hardness B), seemingly secti le, opaque mineral having a tan to
gray color and low but variable reflectivity resulting in a faintly mottled
appearance. Some of the galena "B" is intergrown with other ore miner-
als, especially uraninite, although most is in isolated blebs in the micro-
cystalline quartz gangue. Etch tests with the usual reagents suggested
galena, and microchemical tests confirmed leacl and silver. The lack of
the characteristic cleavage pits, high polish and white color of galena
masked its identity for some time.

I contribution No. 58-119 from the college of Mineral rndustries, The pennsylvania
State University, University park, pa.
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A qualitative spectrographic analysis of carefully selected material
indicated the following approximate composition for the unidentif ied
mineral:

Pb r0%
Ag 0.1-1070
Mo A. ln /o
si 0.1-1070
A l  < 0 . 1 7 o
s b  < 0 . r 7 a

Mg <0.17o
Fe <0.170
Ca <0.17o
Cu <0.17o
V Not detected
Th Not detected

A qualitative wet-chemical analysis showed roughly ICtl6 oI sulfur.
Selenium was not detected.

Alpha autoradiographs of several polished sections showed no appre-
ciable activity in blebs of microscopically pure galena "8." They did
prove useful for differentiating the mineral from uraninite by direct com-
parison of the polished section and autoradiograph using a comparison
eyepiece.

Powder r-ray difiraction photographs confirmed galena conclusively,
with quartz the only determinable impurity.

Fine crystal size seemecl a possible explanation for the unusual appear-
ance and properties of galena "B." Randomly oriented crystall i tes of a
few microns' diameter should result in a lower polish and variable reflec-
tivity, and a gray rather than white color in vertical i l lumination. This
would also account for the lack of characteristic cleavage pits. A Laue
r-ray photograph showed concentric circles, some continuous, others of
closely spaced spots. The pattern confirmed the fine crystal size of the
galena and suggested an approximate diameter for individual crystall i tes
on the order of 10-a cm. ('Taylor, 1952).

The presence of uranium as a source of lead was considered in connec-
tion with the association of very sparsely distributed, minutely crystal-
l ine galena, with rather abundant ordinary galena. J. Laurence Kulp and
Donald S. It l i l ler of the Lamont Geologicai Observatory, Columbia Uni-
versity, provided lead isotope analyses of the two galena varieties. The
isotopic analysis of the ordinary galena "A" is as follows:

Pb204

1 .362+0 .008
Pb206

24 .77  +0 .07
Pb207

21 .28+O.06
Pb208

52 .60+0 .08

Galena from six other mines in the Boulder batholith has a similar iso-
topic composition. No significant difierence was reported* in the analysis
of galena "8," and the presence of uranium as a source of lead appears
to have had litt le to do with its composition.

Two other explanations of galena "B" were considered: (1) colloidal
* Dr. Donald S. Miller, oral communication.
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dcposition and (2) grain for grain replacement of the uraninite. 
' l 'he

possibil i ty of colloidal deposition receives a l itt le support from the close

association of galena "B" with microcrystall ine quartz ganguc containing

small grains of cryptocrystall inc uraninite and microscopic gtains of

pyrite, sphalerite and some other sul{ides (\Vright and Shulhof , 1957).

This association represents a second stage of mineralization in the f,one

Eagle \rl ine, apparently contemporaneous with the introduction of the
,,sii iceous reef" uraniferous veins having an essentialiy identical assem-

blage. The ordinary gaiena "A," on the other hand, occurs with mega-

crystall ine qLrarlz and base metal sulfides of an apparently earlier miner-

alization stage related to the iarge base metal deposits of the batholith

(wr ighr ,  1956).
Objections to the colloidal idea are the lack of any textural evidence

(botryoidal outl ines, syneresis cracks, etc.) in the galena itself, or in the

associated minerals (except uraninite).
Grain-for-grain replacement of nraninite by galena appears to agree

most nearly with the observed facts. The formless rounded blebs of

galena resemble the associated uraninite both in shape and in their gen-

erally isolated occurrence in microcrystalline quartz. The crystallite di-

ameter of the gaiena "8" l ies within the range ( < tO-' cm.) observed for

pitchblende (Croft, 1954) . More direct evidence is found in the intimate

association of uraninite with galena "8" in a few grains.

It appears that the intriguing thought of radiogenic galena of unusual

habit occurring with galena of normal habit and isotopic composition,

must be discarded in favor of a more commonplace process, replacement.

This study was conducted in the laboratories of the Nlineral Industries

College, The Pennsylvania State University' in connection with Con-

tract AT(30-1)-1390 with the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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